ABSTRACT -In this paper we describe three pointer-based Jam algorithms that are simple varnmts of the nested-loops, sortmerge, and hybrid-hash Jam algorithms used m relational database systems Each Jam algonthm 1s described and an analysis 1s camed out to compare the performance of the pointer-based algonthms to their standard, non-pomter-based counterparts The results of the analysis show that the pomter-based algorithms can provide slgmficant performance gams m many sltuatlons The results also show that the pomter-based nested-loops Jam algorithm, whch 1s perhaps the most natural pointer-based Jam algorithm to consider usmg m an obJect-onented database system, performs quite poorly on most medium to large Jams
INTRODUCTION
Most semantic and oblect-oriented data models mclude the notion of reference attributes or ObJect-valued attributes (e g , [Shlp81, Zam83, Care88, K&39, Deux901) Semantic and oblect-onented database systems typically nnplement such attnbutes with pomters or object ldentlfiers (OIDs) OIDs can be purely logical, but often they have a physical component [Chan82. Care89, Vele89, Deux90] Relational database systems also support the notion of phystcal pointers m the form of record identifiers (RIDS) These are generally used to unplement mdexes and various internal data structures, but they can also be used to provide efficient support for referential mtegnty and certam kmds of JOII-IS [Care90, HaaBO] In view of the fact that physical pomters are supported by a variety of database systems, it seems appropriate to examme how such pomters can be used m query processing
In this paper we descnbe how pointers can be used to process Join queries We describe three pointer-based JO" algorithms that are sunple variants of the well known nested-loops, sortmerge, and hybrid-hash Jam algonthms [Blas77, Shap86] The algonthms we describe can be utlhzed m any database system where physical pomters are used to lmk records or objects together In a relational system, our algorithms would presumably be used to process foreign-key JOUIS whenever the relations Tbts research was paltlally supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under contract NOOO14-85-K-0788, by the Nauonal Sctence Foondatton under grant IRI-8657323, by DEC through its Incentives for Excellence program, and by a donation from Texas Instmments Permwon to copy wthout fee all or part of this mater4 II granted prouded that the COMES are not made or dwtnbuted for dnrect wmmeraal advantage, the ACM cqyght notwe and the title of the pubbcatlon and ,ts date appear, and notm IJ gnw that copyng IJ by pemuwon of the Assonat~on for Computmg Machmy
To copy otbenwe or to repubbsb requ,res a fee and/or spatic pmm.wm 0 1990 ACM 089791365 5/'%/ooo5/0300 $150 bemg Joined are lmked mtemally by RIDS to provide support for referenhal mtegnty or pomter-based JOUE (e g , as described m [Care90, Haas90]) And m semantic and object-onented database systems, our algonthms would presumably be used to process functional JOIE?, that 1s, JOIIIS between SHS that are lmked together by object-valued attibutes or OIDs
The remamder of thus paper examines the three pointer-based JOIII algonthms mentioned above m some detiul Each algorithm 1s described,, and then an analytical model 1s employed to compare the performance of the pomter-based algorithms to then standard, non-pomter-based counterparts Results are presented for large, full-relation JOIIU and small to medium-sized Joins with a selechon predicate The rest of this paper 1s organized as follows Section 2 illustrates the type of Jams that will be analyzed and provides examples of how such ~01"s arse m relatIonal and object-oriented database systems In Secuon 3, descnptions of the Join algorithms that will be analyzed are given Then m Section 4, the pomterbased algonthms are analyzed and compared to their standard, non-pomter-based counterparts Related work 1s mentioned m Sechon 5, and conclustons are finally drawn 111 Section 6
THE TYPES OF JOINS THAT ARE ANALYZED
Jn this section, we provide simple examples of the types of JOIIB that will be analyzed The examples are intended to show that there are mdeed practical sltuatlons 111 which pointer-based JOUI algomhms can be used, both m relational database systems and m object-oriented database systems At the end of thy sectton, we also note the types of JOIIIS which are not amenable to the pointer-based algorithms that are analyzed m tis paper Throughout this paper, we will be concerned with the Join of two sets, denoted R and S, that stand m a many-to-one relatlonship with each other We will assume a sunple pomter structure, where each obJect m R contams a pomter to its related oblect m S Although pointer-based JOUI algorithms can be developed for other relationstips with different pomter structures, this IS perhaps the most natural one to consider lmtlally 2.1. Pomter-Based Joms in a Relational Database System
where Emp Johd = Job Jobid and Emp age < 30
These sorts of foreign-key JOIIS are probably the most common type of Jam m a relational database system They are also a natural can&date for usmg pomter-based Jams For example, It 1s fairly easy to unagme a sltuaaon where the database system mrtmhzes and mamtams hidden pointers ( has the same semanhcs as the foreign-key Jam presented above Dependmg on the apphcatton, these sorts of Jams may be more or less common m an object-onented database system, but we still expect them to represent an unportant class of queries For our pomter-based Jam algonthms to work m an obJectonented settmg, It 1s necessary for obJect-valued attributes to be implemented with OIDs that have a physical component (as opposed to strtctly logical OIDs) It 1s also necessary for sets such as Emp and Job to be stored as disk files m much the same way that they would be stored m a relatlonal database system There are currently at least two obJect-onented databases being developed that fulfill these reqmrements [Care89, Vele89, Deux90] 2.3. The Types of Joms Not Analyzed It 1s important to note that the pomter-based Join algortthms which are analyzed m this paper can be used on either (1) full JOKIS or (u) select-project-Join queries m which there 1s a selechon predicate on Emp that 1s more restrictive than any selecnon predicate on Job The pomter-based algorithms that are analyzed cannot, however, be used effectively on select-proJect-JOT queries m which the selectlon predicate on Job 1s the more restnctive one This is because the most efficient way to process such Jams 1s m a dlrechon that 1s opposite to the pointers that lmk Emp and Job
To process such JOIIIS with pomters, the simple many-to-one pomter structure that we are assummg 1s madequate What 1s needed 1s some sort of structure that lmks each obJect m Job to the objects m Emp that are related to it One posslblhty 1s the kmd of Codasyl-hke pomter structure used m [Care901 Another posablhty 1s a one-to-many pomter structure, where each obJect m Job contams a set of embedded pointers lmkmg that object to its related objects m Emp Unfortunately, space Imutations prevent us from constdermg Jam algorithms based on such pointer s&uctures m thus paper They are dlscussed m [Care90, Shek90] , and their analysis will be addressed m future work
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE JOIN ALGORITHMS
This sectlon describes the pomter-based JOT algorithms that will be analyzed To be consistent, we shall use object-oriented database termmology throughout ths section and m the analysis, but it should be clear how the dlscusslon applies m a relational settmg as well
The description and analysis of the algorithms 1s based on the JOT of two obJect sets, denoted R and S, whch stand m a manyto-one relationstip with each other Both R and S are assumed to be stored as separate disk files In the standard, non-pomterbased Jam algonthms, we assume that each object m R contams a foreign key for the obJect it references m S, while m the pomterbased Jam algonthms, we assume that each obJect m R contams a pointer to the object it references m S As Indicated earlier, our pomter-based Jam algorithms assume that physical pomters are used In particular, we assume that each pomter includes a page Identifier or PID that pomts dnectly to the disk page of the object that the pomter references The remamder of this section describes our pomter-based ~0x1 algorithms First, however, then standard, non-pointer-based counterparts are reviewed Note that only hgh-level descriptions of the algortthms are given here More details will be given m the analysis 3.1. Standard, Non-Pointer-Based Jom Algorrthms 3.1.1. Standard Nested-Loops/Index-Nested-Loops
The nested-loops JOT algor&m usually performs poorly on full Joins, and consequently it 1s not considered for such 10"s 1~1 the analysis It will be used, howe&, m the analysis of small to medium-sized ~0x1s with a selechon predicate on R For those types of JOUIS, a version of the nested-loops algorithm commonly referred to as mdex-nested-loops 1s used [Blas77] Indexnested-loops 1s an option only when there 1s an index on S It executes as follows (1) Let R' be the result of the selectlon on R The objects m R are first sorted by their JOT attribute (1 e , foreign key) (2) Each object m R' 1s then exammed and its JOT attribute 1s used to probe the mdex on S to find the object that it JOIIIS wlthmS Note that ths 1s slightly different than the conventional mdex-nested-loops algonthm m that R' 1s sorted here We have chosen this varlahon because when the mdex on S 1s a B+ tree, and when R' 1s small, as m the examples we analyze, sortmg R' m dus manner reduces the cost of probmg the mdex enough to lower the overall cost of the Join 3.1.2. Standard Sort-Merge Although sort-merge has been shown to be generally mfenor to hybnd-hash [Dew185, Shap86], It 1s still considered m the analysis because It 1s used by many relational database systems In the analysn, we will assume that memory 1s large enough so that R and S can be sorted and merged m two passes, as described m [Shap86] Under that assumption, the algorithm executes as follows (1) (2) R 1s read mto memory and sorted output runs are generated using a heap or some other pnonty queue structure The output runs are sorted by the value of the Mom attnbute The same 1s done for S The output runs of R and S are then concurrently merged m memory As ObJecta from R and S are produced m sorted order by these merges, they are checked to see d their Mom attributes match When an obJect from R matches one from S, the two ae Jomed and the result 1s output 3.1.3. Standard Hybrid-Hash Hybnd-hash 1s usually considered to be the best-performmg Jom algonthm when a full JOT s performed [Shap86] Assummg that the size of S 1s bigger than R (otherwise exchange R and S), It executes as follows (1) R 1s read mto memory' and &vlded mto B + 1 partitions Rot RI, RB on the basis of some hash function that 1s apphed to the JOI.II attnbute The same 1s done for S, thus, R, will only JOT with s, for 0 < 1 < B The value of B LS chosen such that So can be Jomed m memory with R. as S 1s bemg partlhoned and such that a hash table for each R, can later fit mmemoryforl<-r<B (2) After S has been partmoned and So has been Jomed with R ,,, each R, IS Jomed with S, for 15 1 I B (3) The JOmS between R, and S, for 0 I 1 I B are performed with hashmg R, IS read mto memory, and each obJect m R, IS hashed on its horn attnbute and mserted mto a hash table S, 1s then read mto memory, and the Jom attnbute of each obJect m S, 1s used to probe the hash table and find the obJect that It moms with m R,
In the above description, R 1s sad to play the role of the inner set, whle S 1s ssud to play the role of the outer set To mnnmlze the number of I/OS, hybrid-hash always chooses the smaller of R and S to play the role of the mner set [Shap86] 3.1.4. Using Bit Fdters
As mentioned earher, we shall cons&r small to medmmsized moms with a selecmn predicate on R m the analysis For ' When we say that "R 1s read mto memory", we mean that R 1s mcrementally read mto memory page by page, that is, page P,+l 1s read ody after & the objects 111 page !', have been processed such moms, a techmque call bufiIterrrag [Dew185, Mack86] can be used to reduce the cost of the sort-merge and hybrid-hash algonthms Let R' be the result of the selection on R Bit filtermg works by hashmg the Mom attribute of each obJect m R', and then u~mg the resultmg hash value to set a bit m a bit vector Later, when S 1s read, the Jom attribute of each ObJect m S 1s hashed m the same way, and the resultmg hash value s used to check the ht vector If the bit is not set, then that obJect can be safely &s-carded smce It cannot possibly JOLII with any obJect m R As demonstrated m [Dew185], bit filtenng can result m slgmficant savmgs due to the fact that non-parhclpatmg obJects m S do not have to be stored on disk between the vanous phases of the sort-merge and hybnd-hash algonthms In the analysis of small to medmm-sized moms, the analysls of both the sort-merge and hybrid-hash algonthms will mclude the effects of usmg a one-page bit filter 3.2. Pomter-Based Jom Algorithms 3.2.1. Pomter-Based Nested-Loops
The pomter-based nested-loops algorithm 1s the algorithm that results when nave pomter traversal ti used to compute the Jom In the algorithm, only one page of memory 1s allocated to read R, and the rest are allocated to read S R 1s read mto memory page by page When a page of R 1s read mto memory, the obJects on that page are scanned one by one, and the pointer m each obJect r that 1s scanned 1s used to ldentlfy the obJect s that it Joins with m S The page contammg s 1s read into memory (if it is not already there) and r I?, homed with s
Pomter-Based Sort-Merge
As the analysis will clearly show, one of the problems W&I the pomter-based nested-loops algorithm 1s that It makes no attempt to optumze disk reads As a result, a pa~hcular disk page m S can end up bemg read more than once For example, suppose that two obJects rl and r2 reference the same obJect s m S Dependmg on how R 1s organized, rl and r2 may not be phyatally clustered on the same disk page m R If that 1s the case, then between the tune when rl 1s Jomed to s and the hme when r2 is homed to s, the page P contammg s may be paged out of memory by the buffer replacement algorithm In that event, P would have to be read twice, once to Mom r t with s, and a second time to Jam r2 with s
The pomter-based sort-merge algorithm avoids this problem by first sortmg all of the obJects m R by the value of the page ldentlfiers (PIDs) stored m then pomters The effect of sortmg R m this manner IS to group all of the 0bJect.s m R that reference the same page m S Domg so guarantees that each page m S will be read only once The algonthm executes as follows (1) R 1s read mto memory and sorted much hke It 1s m the standard sort-merge algorithm,, except that here the output runs are sorted by PID values rather than by the Jom attnbute S 1s not sorted By "PID value" we mean the value of the page identifier that 1s stored m a pomter (2) The output runs of R are then merged m memory Each obJect r produced by the merge is exammed and its pomter IS used to ldentlfy the obJeCt s that it JOTS with III S The page contalmng s 1s read mto memory and r 1s Jomed with s 3.2 3. Pointer-Based Hybrid-Hash
The pointer-based hybnd-hash algorithm groups the ObJects m R by PID values much like the pomter-based sort-merge algorithm Instead of sortmg R, however, hashmg 1s used to group the obJects that reference the same page m S The algorithm executes as follows (1) R 1s partlhoned much hke it 1s m the standard hybrid-hash algonthm, except that here it 1s partitioned by PID values rather than by the Jom attribute S 1s not partitioned (2) Each partluon R, of R 1s Jomed with S by takmg R, and buddmg a hash table for it m memory The hash table 1s built by hashmg each obJect r m R, by the value of Its pomter's PID The hash table IS built m such a way that all obJects which reference the same page m S are grouped together m the same hash entry (3) Once the hash table for R, has been built, each of Its hash chams 1s scanned Each tune a new hash entry H 1s encountered on a cham, the page m S associated with H IS read, and all of the obJects m R that reference that page, whch have been grouped m H, are Jomed wuh therr corresponding obJects m S Note that one of the key differences between this algorithm and the standard hybrid-hash algorithm 1s that R 1s the only set that 1s partltloned, and as such it always plays the role of the mner set This 1s necessary because the direction of the pomters 1s from R to S As we shall see, when R 1s significantly larger than S, this can cause the standard hybrid-hash algorithm to outperform the pomter-based hybrid-hash algorithm
ANALYZING THE JOIN ALGORITHMS
In this section, an analysis 1s performed to quantitatively compare the pointer-based Jom algonthms to then standard, nonpointer-based counterparts The net CPU and I/O cost of executmg each Jom algorithm 1s derived and used as the basis for comparison Two types of 10'"s are analyzed full JOTS, where all of R 1s Jomed to all of S, and small to medium-sized Joms, where the result of a selection on R 1s Joined to S For the small to medium-sized JOTLS, the selectlvlty of the predicate on R will be vaned t0 Control the size Of the moms PrOJeCtiOnS are not considered m the analysis, smce they do not change the general results in any significant way
Assumptions in the Analysis
One of the key assumptions m the analysis IS that R and S are rehvely uncfustered By this we mean that obJects m R are not ordered by then references to S The reader should bear m mmd that this 1s an important assumption and has a considerable nnpact on the analysu, smce it makes JOIIIS between R and S more expensive We make dus assumption because we feel that It represents a common case, as the obJects m R would often be ordered by the value of some data field, not by their references to S It 1s also the most difficult case to analyze The effect of other clustermg choices will be addressed m future work For umformlty, and to make the analysis tractable, we assume that each obJect m S IS referenced by exactly k obJecta m R The value k 1s referred to as the sharing level and It 1s vaned m the analysis The result of this assumption 1s that the cardinal@ (although not necessarily the size) of S will always be equal to l/k hmcs the cardmallty of R In general, this 1s an unreahstlc assumption because m practice R may reference only part of S But m the andysls, we shall also consider ~0x1s where there 1s a selection predicate on R, and these are effectively like JOlm m which R references only part of S We will also assume that B+ trees exist on both R and S These ~111 be used m the small to medium-sized Joins with a selection predicate on R The mdex on R will be used to evaluate the selecuon predicate, while the mdex on S will be used by the mdex-nested-loops algorithm to avoid a file scan of S Fmally, we will ignore the mmlmal memory requirements of the different Jom algonthms m the analysis and simply assume that there 1s always enough memory for each of the algonthms to execute In all the examples that are analyzed, the mmlmal memory requirements turn out to be quite modest, so this 1s a reasonable assumption to make
Parameters Used m the Analysis
The parameters that are used m the analysis are listed m Table  1 Although there are a large number of parameters, only a few of them are actually vaned Moreover, most of the parameters are not really parameters per se, but rather functions of a small set of "core" parameters, which consist of the parameters m the top half of Table 1 Defaults for the core parameters are listed m Table 2 The meanmg of most parameters should be clear from Table  1 The parameters that are kept fixed m the analysis are noted as such m Table 2 As mdlcated, all times are given m terms of mllhseconds The time to compare, hash, move, and swap values (m memory) has been expressed as a function of the number of mstruchons executed and the mstruchon rate of the machme The values for move, and move, are based on the tune to execute a small, 4-mstructlon loop that moves obJects m word-size chunks Finally. the so-called "fudge factor", F, whch was mtroduced m [Shap86] 
Analysis of Large Jams
In this section, full JOmS between R and S are analyzed As mentloned earher, index-nested-loops 1s not considered for such Joms Due to space lmutatlons, we\can only briefly touch on the analysis of the standard sort-merge and hybrid-hash algorithms For more details, the reader should consult [Shap861 4 3.1. Standard Sort-Merge Assummg enough memory 1s avallable, the cost breakdown of the two-pass sort-merge algorithm that we described earlier 1s [Shap86] In the final term, the value $m represents the mammal memory reqmrements of the algorithm [Shek90] Note that 111 the above analysis we have excluded the cost to wnte the result of the Jam to disk This cost will be excluded throughout the analysis We have excluded It because the result of a JOIII often forms the mput of another database operation wlthout ever bemg completely written to disk, moreover, dus cost would be the same for all algonthms, anyway Finally, note that the terms above group related costs 111 the algonthm, and theu order does not comclde with the actual step-by-step execution of the algonthm This same approach will be used throughout the In addlhon to the cost of accessmg S, there 1s also the cost to read R, and the CPU cost to check whether the page referenced by a given object m R 1s m memory, which we assume 1s done with hashmg The net cost of the algonthm 1s therefore P,IO+IRIhash+U,(IRI,M-1)10
Pomter-Based Sort-Merge
The analysis of the pomter-based sort-merge algonthm 1s smhr to the analysis of the standard sort-merge algonthm The key difference here, of course, 1s that only R 1s sorted Based on the analysis of the standard sort-merge algonthm, the cost of the algonthm 1s 
Analysis of Small to Medmm-Sized Joms
In this section, we analyze small to medmm-sized moms, where the result of a selection on R 1s Joined to S As mentloned earlier, the analysis will assume that B+ tree mdexes exist on both R and S The mdex on R will be used to evaluate the selecbon predicate, while the mdex on S, which 1s assumed to be a umque pnmary-key mdex, will be used by the mdex-nested-loops algorithm to avoid a file scan of S The only mdex clustermg combmatlon that will be analyzed m this section 1s the combmation where the mdex on R 1s a clustered mdex and the mdex on S 1s an unclustered mdex We will denote this combmabon as clustered/unclustered, and snmlarly for the other combmatlons The clustered/unclustered mdex combmatlon has been chosen here because It IS the most difficult to analyze The analysis of other mdex combmatlons can be found m [Shek90] Note that we will s&ll present results for the unclustered/clustered mdex combmahon, as well comment on the results for the two remamng mdex combmatlons Another thing to note is that we will ignore the small amount of memory space that 1s required to read the mdexes on R and S A small, two-page MRU buffer would be sufficient for reading either of these mdexes 111 the examples that are analyzed, and accountmg for that little space would not change the results m any slgmficant way In addition, we will assume that the selechvlty of the predicate on R 1s such that R', which 1s defined as the result of the selection on R, fits completely m memory In contrast to the mdexes on R and S, we will account for the memory space used by R Fmally, to snnphfy the equations of this section, we let I R' I denote the cardmahty of R' and P,' denote the number of pages m R',thatls, IR'I =sel IR 1 andP,'=sel P,
Standard Index-Nested-Loops
The mdex-nested-loops algonthm begms by using the B+ tree mdex on R to obtam R' This 1s done by descending the mdex to a leaf, and then scannmg across the leaves to obtam the objects III R that sat&y the selectloon predicate In all the examples that are analyzed, the height of the mdex on R 1s equal to 2, and sunllarly for S The cost to read the mdex on R 1s therefore l descend the mdex on R 2 IO l CPU cost to descend the mdex 2 logzb compare l scan across the mdex leaves r I R' I I b -11 IO R' 1s read mto memory usmg the mdex and then sorted by foreign key (1 e , by Jam attribute) This costs l read R' P,' IO l extract R' from R 111 memory before sorting I R' I move, l sort R' 1 R' 1 log, I R' I (compare + swap,)
After R' has been sorted, the foreign key m each object of R 1s used to probe the mdex on S Assummg that the height of the mdex IS 2, the I/O cost to probe the mdex consists of the cost to read the root page of the mdex plus the cost of readmg whatever leaf pages of the mdex are accessed by the index probes Because R' 1s sorted by foreign key, the leaf pages will be accessed m ascendmg key order, and consequently a simple twopage MRU buffer group will ensure that no leaf page 1s read more than once All that remams, therefore, 1s to determme the number of leaf pages that are accessed by the mdex probes To determme the number of leaf pages that are accessed by the mdex probes, we first consider the probability that a particular leaf page L, 1s not accessed Smce R and S are relatively unclustered, we can assume that any part~ular leaf page of the mdex 1s Just as hkely to be accessed as any other leaf page Therefore, the probability that a leaf page L, 1s not accessed 1s equal to the probability of choosmg a subset of I R' I objects from R such that the chosen subset contams no object with a foreign key m L, Smce each leaf page contams b keys, and smce there are k oblects m R that share each key value, the probability that L, IS not accessed 1s The final cost that needs to be mcluded 1s the cost to read S Here, we assume that S 1s read usmg all of the avalable memory that 1s not allocated to hold R' In effect, ti means that S ends up bemg read m the same manner as m the pomter-based nestedloops algonthm, except that here mdex pmters take the place of obJect pointers from R, m addmon, S IS referenced IR' I tunes now and there are only M -P,' memory pages available to read S Based on these observations and usmg the I/O function (I,( ) that was defmed earlier. the cost to read S 1s simply l check memory for each mdex reference to S I R' 1 hush 0 accessS U,(IR'),M-P,')ZO Before gomg on to the analysis of the sort-merge algonthm. it 1s important to pomt out that we also analyzed the normal mdexnested-loop algorithm where R' 1s not sorted In all of the examples that we will consider, It performed considerably worse than the algonthm that we have described due to the cost of also accessmg the leaf pages of the mdex on S m a random fashion
2. Standard Sort-Merge
The sort-merge algonthm begms by readmg R' mto memory and sortmg it, Just as m the mdex-nested-loops algorithm In addition, each object m R' rs also hashed to turn on a bit m the bit filter In the examples that are analyzed, a sunple page-sized bit filter turns out to be sufficient to filter out virtually all of the non-particclpatmg objects m S (Detruls on how to design and calculate the effectiveness of a bit filter can be found m [Seve76] ) After R' has been sorted, S 1s read mto memory, filtered, and the resultmg obJects are sorted As mentioned, we are assummg that virtually all of the non-pamcipatmg objects m S are screened out by the bit filter Consequently, only the objects m S that Mom with R' are sorted Let S' denote these objects, and let IS' I and P,' denote the cardmahty and the number of pages 111 S', respechvely To determme 1 S'I , the same sort of analysis that was used to determme the number of mdex leaf pages accessed by the mdex-nested-loops algorithm can be apphed The analysrs proceeds by consldermg the probablhty that no object m R' Joins with a given object m S Smce each obJect m S moms with k objects m R, a smular application of the previous analysis yields l descend the mdex on R 2 IO + 2 logzb compare l scan across the mdex leaves [I R' I / b -11 IO l read R' and S' (P,' + P,') IO l hash R' I R' I hush l build the hash table for R' I R' I move,
Performance Results for Large Joms
The results for full Jams between R and S are presented m Graphs A-D The graphs were obtamed by usmg the equations from the analysis to compute the total tune m seconds to run each Jam algorithm for a particular memory size The size of memory was mcreased m l/2 Mbyte increments and ranged from the mammal size required to execute all the Jam algonthms, which was approximately l/4 Mbytes, all the way up to 10 Mbytes In all of the graphs, the lmes for the standard, non-pointer-based algonthms are labeled wo/ptr for "without pomter", while the lines for the pomter-based algorithms are labeled w/ptr for "with pointer" The number of objects m R was fixed at 100,000 m all the graphs, and the number of obJects m S was varied by changmg k, the sharing level (Recall that I RI = k IS I ) Graph A shows the performance of the Jam algonthms when R and S are the same size (m pages) In that graph, both R and S consist of 100,000 oblects with 200 bytes per object As shown, the pomter-based algorithms can provide slgmficant performance gams m this situation Compared to the standard hybrid-hash algonthm, the pomter-based hybrid-hash algonthm reduces the Jam time by approxunately 30% over the whole range of memory sizes considered Thn, of course, 1s because S 1s not partltloned m the pointer-based hybrid-hash algorithm A smular relatlonslup 1s seen between the standard sort-merge algorithm and the pointer-based sort-merge algonthm one of the mterestmg thmgs to notice about Graph A IS Just how poorly the pomter-based nested-loops algonthm performs As mentioned earlier, dus 1s because it does not try to optumze Its disk reads of S hke the other pomter-based algonthms These results demonstrate that, even with pointers, somethmg more mtelhgent than a nested-loops approach (or naive pointer traversal) 1s often needed for high performance Graph B shows the performance of the JOT algonthms when R 1s ten tunes the size of S In this case, the pointer-based hybrid-hash algorithm takes three tunes longer to execute than the standard hybrid-hash algonthm when the size of memory 1s 2 5 Mbytes, whch IS the amount of memory that would presumably be allocated by a query 0ptmuze.r to execute the standard hybrid-hash algonthm This large difference m performance 1s due to the fact that the pomter-based hybnd-hash algorithm always chooses R as its mner set, which m this case 1s a poor choice because R 1s so much bigger than S Also note that the pointer-based nested-loops algorithm performs as well as or better than the standard hybrid-hash algonthm when the size of memory IS 2 Mbytes or more This 1s because all of S actually fits in memory in that case Fmally, Graphs C and D further demonstrate how the relative performance of the pointer-based algonthms depends on the size ratio of R and S If R 1s roughly the same size as S or smaller, then the pointer-based algonthms always perform better Otherwise, the standard algonthms perform better, unless there 1s enough memory available to hold S, m which case the pomterbased nested-loops algonthm performs as well as the standard hybnd-hash algonthm Graph C shows the performance of the algonthms when R 1s one fifth the SW of S The graph has roughly the same shape as Graph A, but m this case, the pointer-based hybrid-hash and sort-merge algorithms outperform their standard counterparts by up to 55% This is because the relative cost to partition or sort S m the standard algorithms 1s larger m this case due to its mcreased size Graph D shows the performance of the algontbms when R 1s twice. the size of S % 1s perhaps the most mterestmg of all the graphs because of the way the lmes for the pomter-based and standard hybrid-hash algonthms cross each other The reason for the crossover 1s because the pointer-based hybnd-hash algorithm always chooses R as its mner set, whch IS a poor choice m this case because R 1s larger than S However, even wnh R as the mner set, the pomter-based hybrid-hash algorithm performs better nutlally because It does not have to partition S But with 6 Mbytes or more of memory, enough of S fits m memory so that the savmgs from not partitionmg S are insufficient to offset the added costs of usmg R as the mner set, at that pomt, the standard hybnd-hash algorithm starts to Perform better Fmally, it is important to note that, on the moms m whch they perform the best, the CPU tunes of the pomter-based JOT algonthms are slgmlicantly less than that of then standard counterparts mls 1s true for the small to medium-sized Jams as well ) Therefore, m a CPU bound system, the pointer-based algonthms could nnprove performance by even larger margms than those suggested by Graphs A and C
Performance Results for Medmm-Sized Joms
The results for medmm-sized moms are presented m Graphs E-H In all of these graphs, the size of R was kept fixed at 100,000 oblects, and the selectivity of the predicate on R was kept fixed at 0 01 Consequently, each graph represents the JOT of 1,000 oblects m R with S As shown, the size of memory was mcreased m l/8 Mbyte increments and ranged from the mmlmal size requued to hold the selection on R m memory, which was approxunately l/4 Mbytes, all the way up to 2 Mbytes In all of the graphs, the label "C/v" indicates that the cluster&clustered mdex combmatlon was used, while the label "U/C" mdlcates that the unclustered/clustered mdex comblnation was used Graphs E and F are for the clustered/unclustered mdex comblnation, where the mdex on R IS a clustered mdex and the mdex on S 1s an unclustered mdex These graphs represent the sltuatlon where the pomter-based algonthms perform then best m relation to the index-nested-loops algorithm, smce the relative cost of accessing S via its mdex 1s high m this case Graph E shows the performance of the Mom algonthms when R 1s the same size as S As shown, compared to the mdexnested-loops algorithm,, the pomter-based algonthms reduce the Jam ume by approxunately 30% over the whole range of memory sizes considered This, of course, 1s because the mdex on S 1s not read by the pointer-based algonthms Note that the standard sort-merge and hybnd-hash algorithms perform poorly here because, unhke then pomter-based counterparts, they read all of S, even though only a small fraction of S actually participates m Graph F shows the performance of the Join algonthms when R 1s ten umes the size of S In this case, the fraction of S that partlclpates m the jorn 1s large enough so that both the mdexnested-loops algorithm and the pomter-based nested-loops algonthrn perform poorly m reiatlon to the other Jam algonthms The IS because neither of these algonthms try to ophmlze then disk reads of S Compared to the standard hybrid-hash algonthm, the pointer-based hybrid-hash algontbm reduces the JO" tune by approxunately 15% over the whole range of memory stzes considered A smular relation&p IS seen between the standard sort-merge algorithm and the pomter-based sort-merge algonthm Graphs G and H are for the same cases as Graphs E and F but with the unclustered/clustered mdex combmatlon It should be clear that these graphs represent the sltuatlon where the pomterbased algonthms perform then worst m relation to the mdexnested-loops algorithm Tlus 1s because the relative cost of accessmg S via its mdex 1s low m this case As shown, the pointer-based algonthms perform approxunately 15% better than the index-nested-loops algorithm m Graph G and approxunately 5% better m Graph H Note that the graphs for the clustered/clustered and unclustered/unclustered mdex combmatlons have not been presented here Although those graphs do not follow quite the same patterns as those m Graphs E-H, sun&u benefits and tradeoffs were observed, the pomter-based algonthms always outperformed then standard counterparts
Performance Results for Small Joms
The results for small Jams are presented m Graphs I-L Only the mdex-nested-loops algonthm and the pointer-based nestedloops algorithm are compared here because they perform as well as or better than the other algonthms m then respectwe classes on small moms III all of the graphs, the size of memory was kept fixed at l/4 Mbytes As mdlcated, Graphs I-L have been plotted m percentage terms The total tune to execute the Join usmg the mdex-nestedloops algorithm was computed and the percentage difference between that hme and the tune to execute the pointer-based nested-loops algorithm was then plotted The reason for dlsplaymg the results m this manner 1s to make the performance dlfferences between the two algonthms clearer ms was not done for the previous results because they were not uniform enough to make this a viable approach Graphs I and J are for the clustered/unclustered mdex comblnation Graph I shows the performance of the Jam algonthms when R 1s the same size as S As shown, the pointer-based nested-loops algorithm reduces the Jam tune by almost 50% when more than 10 objects m R are Jomed with S In this case, the cost to execute the mdex-nested-loops algorithm 1s dominated by the I/O cost to read the mdex on S and S Itself, with roughly the same number of pages being read m each mstance Therefore, the cost to read the mdex on S accounts for about one half of the cost to execute the mdex-nested-loops algorithm Smce the pointer-based nested-loops algorithm elunmates the cost to read the mdex on S, It effectively reduces the cost of the JOIII by 50% Graph J shows the performance of the Join algonthms when R 1s ten tunes the size of S As shown, the performance benefit of the pomter-based nested-loops algorithm decreases as the size of the JOT mcreases In this case, the mdex on S 1s small enough so that some of Its leaf pages end up bemg referenced more than once by the mdex probes of the mdex-nested-loops algorithm (Recall that m the mdex-nested-loops algorithm,, a given leaf page L, may be referenced several tunes, but because the result of the selectlon on R 1s sorted by the Jam attribute, L, 1s guaranteed to be read from disk only once even If It 1s referenced several rimes ) In contrast to its mdex, however, S 1s shll large enough m this case so that each probe of S causes a different page m S to be accessed The net effect 1s that as the size of the Jam mcreases, the proportional cost of the mdex probes m the mdex-nestedloops algonthm decreases, this m turn causes the performance benefit of the pomter-based nested-loops algorithm to decrease somewhat Fmally, Graphs K and L are for the unclustered/clustered mdex combmatlon In this case, the cost to execute the mdexnested-loops algorithm 1s dommated by the I/O cost to read R, the mdex on S, and S itself, with roughly the same number of pages bemg read 111 each mstance Therefore, the cost to read the index on S accounts for about one thud of the cost to execute the mdex-nested-loops algorithm Smce the pomter-based nestedloops algorithm ehmmates the cost to read the mdex on S, It effechvely reduces the cost of the ~0x1 by 33% The hne for the pomter-based nested-loops algorithm has an upward slope m Graph L for the same reason it has an upward slope 111 Graph J Once agam, the graphs for the clustered/clustered and unclustered/unclustered mdex combinations have not been presented here Although the graphs for those mdex combmahens do not follow quite the same patterns as those m Graphs I-L, slmllar benefits and tradeoffs were observed, the pointer-based algonthms always outperformed their standard counterparts by 30% or more 5. RELATED WORK Clearly, our work 1s related to the previous studies that have looked at the performance of different Jam algonthms, partlcularly [Blas77] and [Shap86] In [B&77], the nested-loops and sort-merge algonthms were described and analyzed, whde m [Shap86] , the hybrid-hash algorithm was analyzed and shown to be generally supenor to the sort-merge as well as the Grace and ample-hash Mom algonthms Both of these papers were concerned with moms m a purely relational context, however, and consequently neither considered pomter-based JOIIIS Perhaps the work that 1s most closely related to ours 1s that of [Vald87] In that paper, auxlhary data structures calledjoln t&t-cles were described as a way to speedup JOT processmg If, for example, the Jam of relations R and S was frequently needed, then a Jam mdex for R and S would be mamtamed The JOUI mdex would consist of pairs of pomters. matchmg each record m R with the record(s) It Joins with m S, and It would effectively unplement the pre-computed JOT of R and S In [Vald87] , JOIIIS usmg a Jam mdex were shown to be supenor to hybrid-hash JOI"S m many sltuatlons For the many-to-one types of JO~IS we have analyzed here, however, It should be clear that our pomter-based algorithms will always outperform a JOT 130. UK k-l r=2OO s=200 sel=OOl 50-C/U k=lO r=200 s=200 mdex This 1s because the embedded pomters we have assumed effechvely implement a Jam mdex without the overhead of accessmg (and mamtauung) an auxlhary data structure 6 CONCLUSION This paper described three pomter-based Jam algonthms that are simple vanants of the standard nested-loops, sort-merge, and hybrid-hash ~0x1 algorithms used m relanonal database systems We showed that, given the appropriate pomter structures, some common types of ~olxx m relational and object-onented database systems can be executed usmg our pomter-based algorithms For much of the paper, an analysis was carned out to compare the pomter-based algorithms to their standard, non-pointer-based counterparts In addmon to provldmg a basis for companson, the cost equations that were denved m the analysis can also be used m query optumzahon and physical database design In the analysis, the Jam of two sets R and S m a many-to-one relatlonship was studied A sunple pomter structure was assumed, where each object m R contamed a pomter to its related obJect m S Two types of ~omns were analyzed full JOUIS of R and S, and small to medium-sized ~olns with a selection predicate on R For full JOTS, the results of the analysis showed that the pomter-based sort-merge and hybnd-hash JOIII algonthms can provide savmgs of 30% or more when the size of R (m pages) 1s roughly the same size as S or smaller These results are due to the fact that S does not need to be sorted or partitioned m the pomter-based algorithms The results also showed, however, that the pomter-based algonthms do not perform as well as the standard hybrid-hash algonthm when the size of R 1s slgmficantly larger than the sue of S Moreover, the pointer-based nestedloops Join algonthm was shown to perform very poorly m almost all cases These negative results are Important because they show that It 1s unwise for obJect-oriented database systems to support only pointer-based JOUI algonthms They also show that to make effective use of pomters, somethmg more mtelhgent than a nested-loops approach (1 e , naive pomter traversal) 1s needed for high performance on large JOIXIS For medmm-sized JOIIIS, where 1% of the obJects 111 R were Joined with S, the results showed that the pointer-based sortmerge and hybnd-hash algonthms always outperformed their standard counterparts, provldmg gams of up to 30% m many cases The pomter-based nested-loops algorithm was agam shown to perform poorly, although not m all cases Fmally, for small ~omns, where 0 01% of the obJects 111 R were Jomed with S, all of the pomter-based JOT algorithms outperformed then standard counterparts by 30% or more Both of these results are largely due to the fact that mdex lookups on S are ehmmated m the pomter-based algonthms The conclusion to be drawn here 1s that, for small to medium-sized JOTS, which are probably a very common type of ~oln, pointer-based Join algorithms can provide significant performance gams As far as Implementation results go, we are currently m the process of obtammg expenmentd results for some of the ~0x1 algonthms described here using the incremental JOT facility of Starburst [Care90, Haas90] The experunents bemg conducted, which are described m [Care90], compare a variety of pomterbased Jam algorithms to then standard counterparts under three different clustermg strategies
